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Anniston, Alabama, is an odd town, Civil War-wise, in the Deep South. The city didn’t exist until 
after the war, so there were no battles fought here for Southern heritage activists or historians 
to commemorate and study. Nevertheless, the city was created by a Southern industrialist who 
built cannons in Georgia for the Rebels and the county in which it resides is named for John C. 
Calhoun, a monolithic figure in Southern politics. It has long had a strong Sons of Confederate 
Veterans chapter, as well. 

 

I have written for years about Southern history in Anniston, including the Confederate battle 
flag that has been displayed for years on the city’s main street each April. The murder of black 
church-goers in Charleston, S.C., last summer, however, totally changed the dynamic of 
Americans’ acceptance of that flag – not only in Charleston, but in cities like Anniston all across 
the South. The flag had to go. 

 

In the last year, Anniston proved fertile ground to examine that flag’s place in Alabama and the 
city’s decision to allow it to be placed downtown during Confederate Heritage Month. I wrote 
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about the flag at the first White House of the Confederacy in Montgomery; about the flag and a 
Civil War monument in nearby Jacksonville, Ala., and the Confederate flag that was removed 
from the Alabama interstate welcome center nearest Anniston. 

 

The end result: The Anniston City Council sought a legal way to rid itself of that flag and 
eventually voted to ban signage on city-owned rights of way. Thus, the Confederate flag no 
longer can be displayed on city property in Anniston.  
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Three weeks ago, on the first day of Confederate History and Heritage Month in Alabama, Frank

Leatherwood took a handful of Rebel battle flags to Quintard Avenue and placed them around the

John Pelham memorial.

It was April 1, a Friday. About 1 o’clock. As commander of the Sons of Confederate Veterans’

Northeast Central Brigade in Alabama, Leatherwood placed 13 red-and-blue flags in the right of way

— one for each of the 11 former Confederate states, plus the border states of Kentucky and Missouri.

The SCV had done that for years. Flags for the fallen hero, displayed on Anniston’s most prominent

street.

He planted the flags. And then he waited.

Before the day ended, the standards had been removed to the Anniston Police Department. Calls

were made and another SCV member picked them up at the station. In just a few hours, Leatherwood

had learned that City Hall planned to enforce Anniston’s new right of way signage ordinance.

Which it should, of course.

The City Council last year OK’ed the ordinance, which bans signage — any signage — on public rights

of way. Law is law. And Confederate flags displayed in the center of a majority-minority city with a

nearly all-black public high school are bad for business, bad for publicity and bad for internal

relations. Anniston is better than that. Or should be, at least.

Undeterred, Leatherwood and another SCV member, Vic Chander, attended Monday’s City Council

meeting to plead their case. They got the normal three minutes for public comments. Both men

spoke. Chandler went first. Leatherwood followed. He’s an Army veteran, and he was adamant. “I told

them that this wasn’t right. The Confederate flag is an American flag. (Confederate veterans) should

be protected like all veterans should be protected. I asked whether (the council members) were

patriotic, but, of course, they didn’t answer.
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“It’s not the city,” Leatherwood said. “It’s the leaders I have a problem with right now.”

Before you take a side — Anniston vs. the SCV — consider the facts.

The SCV filled out the paperwork and received a special-event permit for their ceremony at the

Pelham memorial earlier this month. No city ordinance forbids that.

As for City Manager Brian Johnson, the SCV, “to their credit, they have been very professional about

it. They were professional about it at the council meeting,” he said. “There’s been no race-baiting, no

culture-baiting ...”

And, if you think the city’s ordinance is all about the Confederate flag — Truth or fiction? — the city

has spared no one. Relay for Life ribbons were tied around Quintard’s trees. Oooops. Relay organizers

had to take them down. Car dealerships placed signs in rights of way in advance of this week’s car

show at McClellan. Oooops. Dealers had to move them.

Law is law.

“I’ve told them,” Johnson said. “It’s all or nothing. The city can’t choose certain ones. We are either

for opening it up or we restrict it all. Technically, American flags can’t be in the right of way unless

the city does it because we own the right of way.”

A century and a half later, failure taints the defeated Confederacy’s legacy: it couldn’t protect the

South’s way of life, its main foray into the North failed famously at Gettysburg and, ultimately, it lost

the war itself. Likewise, the SCV will lose this argument with Anniston. A modern-day lost cause.

All of that historical jargon, of course, isn’t the point. Instead, it’s whether a small city in the Deep

South should allow a banner still used by the Ku Klux Klan and widely seen as emblematic of racism

and violence to be flown on public property.

No, it shouldn’t.

Not after last summer. Not after a maniac in South Carolina with an affection for that flag murdered

black church-goers. The South no longer can live side-by-side with that image.

I wasn’t sure what to expect when I called Leatherwood earlier this week. He and I share few similar

viewpoints about that flag and what it represents today. What I found was a respectful man who is

passionate about his family’s Southern heritage, as I am about mine. He didn’t change my mind, but I
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listened. “We don’t mean no offense to anybody,” he said. “We’re just trying to honor our ancestors.”

I brought up the fact that black Annistonians likely see that flag as anything but peaceful — a sign of

historic slavery, of nightriders’ violence, of segregation and oppression. For them, the SCV’s intention

is irrelevant. He listened, too.

“I totally understand where they’re coming from,” he said. “I know people are offended. I hate it. We

hate it. But we’re trying to fix it.”

That won’t happen. No one can scrub away the fact that intimidation and violence raged for

generations under that flag. Anniston has only one choice, and it’s wisely made it.

Phillip Tutor — ptutor@annistonstar.com — is The Star’s commentary editor. Follow him at

Twitter.com/PTutor_Star.
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Race, Kevin Mount of Verbena told an Alabama Senate committee this week, shouldn’t be melded

with our recollections of the vanquished Confederate States of America.

“Confederate history should not be a white/black issue,” Mount said.

Um, Kevin, there’s a problem.

Without the “white/black issue,” the Confederacy never would have existed. So there’s that. It’s like

taking hops out of beer. It won’t work.

Confederate history “wasn’t a white/black issue in 1860,” Mount said.

Um, Kevin, we have another problem.

In a sense, you’re right. The “white/black issue” wasn’t much of an issue in 1860 — as long as you

were white and defended your right, or others’, to own another person, for life. But, indeed, it was a

problem — for blacks robbed of their freedom, for whites who abhorred the concept of slavery, for

politicians trying to prevent disunion, and for states that skedaddled rather than allow the black man

his God-given freedom.

Claiming Confederate history didn’t have a “white/black issue” in 1860 is like saying American history

didn’t have a Native American issue in the 1830s.

Confederate history “wasn’t a white/black issue in 1890,” Mount said.

Um, Kevin, this makes three problems.

You’re right again, sorta. See, the North won the war, and by 1890, the victors had long since moved

on to other concerns. But we Southerners didn’t. We’re stubborn to the core. Our former Rebels

defied the old saw that says those who win wars write their histories. So, down here, Robert E. Lee,

Nathan Bedford Forrest and Stonewall Jackson were saints even though they fought against the U.S.

flag, slavery was good for black people because it kept them clothed, fed and busy, and the

Confederacy’s defeated cause was laudable because it mimicked the Founding Fathers’ actions. Thus,

starting in 1890, a parade of redeemed Southern states — including good, ol’ Alabama — began

rewriting their Constitutions to affirm white supremacy and black servitude.
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And there’s more. By 1890, “the term (Jim Crow) was used to describe the ‘subordination and

separation of the black people in the South, much of it codified and much of it still enforced by

custom, habit and violence,” the Equal Justice Initiative wrote last year. The EJI has documented

3,959 lynchings of black people in the former Confederate states between 1877 and 1950. Three

hundred and 26 blacks were lynched in Alabama.

Damn those facts.

Facts share a few traits with lice. They’re hard to eradicate. They’re persistent. Ignore them at your

own peril.

I don’t mean to pick on Mr. Mount. He was one of several people who spoke this week before that

Senate committee hearing arguments about Sen. Gerald Allen’s bill that would nullify cities’ power to

remove historical monuments. Allen, R-Tuscaloosa, claims his bill isn’t specific to Confederate

monuments, but we must ask: Are we to believe this bill is also designed to protect the Bear Bryant

monument at Legion Field from Auburn-leaning activists?

Here’s what Mike Williams, adjutant of the Sons of Confederate Veterans, told the committee: “Don’t

disgrace my grandfather or your grandfathers or these people’s grandfathers by allowing political

correctness to come in this state and start destroying the history of this country.” See, Mount is hardly

alone.

The history of this country, as the SCV official claimed, isn’t in danger. You can alter our memories of

it or how we commemorate it publicly. But you can’t destroy it. It happened, and often it was bloody

or awful, or both. Ten of our first 12 presidents owned slaves at some point in their lives. Women

didn’t gain the right to vote until 1920. We shed gallons of Native Americans’ blood in the name of

Manifest Destiny and territorial expansion. Our government infected black Alabamians with syphilis

in more than 40 years of indefensible medical experiments. But it happened. All of it. It can’t be

rewritten. People who want to destroy history are akin to Holocaust deniers, who claim the Nazis

didn’t murder 6 million Jews. That’s terrible company to keep.

More than 150 years after the Confederacy failed, we still debate its history because it’s complicated

and messy. That argument won’t cease. But the basic facts surrounding it are ironclad. Refuting them

is a waste of time.

Phillip Tutor — ptutor@annistonstar.com — is The Star’s commentary editor. Follow him at

Twitter.com/PTutor_Star.
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http://www.annistonstar.com/opinion/insight-throughout-the-south-memorials-with-difficult-histories-

pose-vexing/article_fb915744-bbd9-11e5-aa11-377647853bde.html

Insight: Throughout the South, memorials with difficult histories
pose vexing problems

By Phillip Tutor, Commentary Editor, ptutor@annistonstar.com Jan 17, 2016

Like any good former soldier, Capt. Joshua Draper had a plan and was convinced of its worthiness.

What once was mere persistence became part civic duty, part Southern patriotism.

In the fall of 1914, Draper, sitting on the throne of Calhoun County’s Confederate veterans, sought to

move the statue of the “Gallant” John Pelham from the Jacksonville cemetery to the city square. The

year before, he’d written to the John H. Forney chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy,

which erected the statue. The response wasn’t favorable.

Draper, of Oxford, fought on.

STREAM MORE THAN EVER
$35/100Mbps HIGH-SPEED INTERNET GET OFFER

Bill Wilson / The Anniston Star

Confederate statue on the square in Jacksonville. Photo by Bill Wilson / The Anniston Star
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Claiming permission from Pelham’s surviving relatives, Draper went public with his plan. For $200 —

and not at the UDC’s expense — the statue could be moved, he said in a proposal to a veterans

gathering at Oxford Lake.

The UDC’s reply: No.

“The monument was not erected by the relatives of Major Pelham, and I see no reason why Captain

Draper should seek their permission to move it,” Ida Belle Carson, historian of the John H. Forney

chapter, wrote in The Star. “Captain Draper should have gotten consent of this chapter before going

so far with his plan to move our monument, and we hope our objection will not inconvenience him.”

Today, the Pelham monument still guards the famed artilleryman’s grave, as it has since 1905. And on

the square stands a Confederate statue, carved from Italian marble and erected in 1909, that

commemorates Calhoun County men who took up arms against the U.S. military when Alabama

seceded from the Union in 1861. Imagine the Confederateness of Jacksonville’s square if Draper had

gotten his wish.

Thus far, Jacksonville and its prominent Confederate history have avoided the controversy

enveloping larger Southern cities such as New Orleans, Memphis and Birmingham. In those places —

with their large minority populations and difficult racial pasts — arguments have erupted over

monuments many see as daily reminders of slavery and white supremacy. In Birmingham and New

Orleans, lawsuits have slowed the removal of Confederate statues. At the University of Texas in

Austin, a statue of Confederate President Jefferson Davis was relocated last summer to a

less-prominent spot on campus, though statues of Southern generals Robert E. Lee and Albert Sidney

Johnston remain in place.

Memphis, however, poses one of the more vexing problems with Confederate memorials in today’s

South. Only a short drive from where Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated in 1968 are the

remains of Confederate hero Nathan Bedford Forrest, a noted slave-trader and the original grand

wizard of the Ku Klux Klan. In 2013, the Memphis City Council removed Civil War-era names from

three parks, including one named for Forrest. Last year, it also voted to remove Forrest’s statue and

exhume the bodies of the soldier and his wife, who are buried underneath. Their remains would be

reburied in their original location, Memphis’ Elmwood Cemetery.

Then came Dylann Roof, who killed nine black churchgoers last summer in Charleston, S.C. In the

days that followed, photos surfaced online of Roof posing with a Confederate battle flag in one hand,

a gun in the other. That flag became toxic overnight, an irredeemable casualty of history and hate.

In South Carolina, as television cameras rolled, Gov. Nikki Haley had the flag removed from the state

Capitol. In Alabama, in virtual silence, Gov. Robert Bentley ordered the flag removed from the Capitol

grounds. And here in Calhoun County, the Anniston City Council passed an ordinance effectively

banning the flag from city property, where it flew alongside the Pelham shaft on Quintard Avenue

each spring during Confederate Heritage Month.

In a practical sense, removing the flag is simple. Furl it and pack it away. But Confederate

monuments of granite and marble pose a multitude of thorny questions, none of which are easily

answered.

On Jan. 7 in Atlanta, a panel at the annual convention of the American Historical Association tackled
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these questions:

-- Why do these Confederate symbols remain cultural and political flashpoints?

-- What is the relationship between celebration, commemoration, memory, heritage and history?

-- What can and can’t be accomplished by removal and/or relocation?

Definitive answers didn’t arise. History doesn’t work that way. But David Blight, the acclaimed history

professor and author from Yale University, offered the night’s most telling comment:

“Do we want our memorials to hurt?” he asked.

Well, no, we don’t.

Problem is, as any good Southerner knows, our home is a complex place laden with peculiarities.

Nothing is simple. Particularly our past. We’re allergic to change. And our future, both right and

wrong, still clings to that past like a memento stored in Grandma’s chest. Southerners aren’t inclined

to let anything go. We’re stubborn to the core. And that’s where the dilemmas of history and memory

become intertwined and confused. When we hang onto cultural relics — the defeated Confederacy’s

Lost Cause, for instance — are we remembering them for history’s sake, or are we protecting our

strained and often misguided memories?

In 2002’s Beyond the Battlefield: Race, Memory and the American Civil War, Blight wrote that

history is “a reasoned reconstruction of the past rooted in research.” Memory, he wrote, “is often

treated as a sacred set of politically absolute meanings and stories, possess as the heritage or identity

of a community.” They are cousins, but distant ones. Yet, “history and memory must be treated as

unsteady, conflicted companions … In the confluence of history and memory, we will find much of

what is exciting and troubling about how nations and communities use the past.”

By and large, historians such as Blight agree that the hundreds of monuments the vanquished South

erected in the post-war generation were lathered in Lost Cause mythology. The monument on

Jacksonville’s square provides the perfect example. Its western side carries these words: “Let none of

the survivors of these men offer in their behalf the penitential plea, ‘They believed they were right.’

Be it ours to transmit to posterity our unequivocal confidence in the righteousness of the cause for

which these men died.”

The “righteousness of the cause.”

A portion of that passage comes from a Jefferson Davis letter read at an 1878 monument dedication

in Macon, Ga. In essence, the controversial words of the Confederacy’s president are enshrined in

Jacksonville’s most public place — a place wholly different than the county’s Confederate museum at

Janney Furnace in Ohatchee.

More problematic is the not-so-hidden meaning: that the legacy of Calhoun County’s Confederates

shouldn’t be castigated for supporting a would-be nation built on white supremacy and the

back-breaking labor and enslavement of an entire race. Heritage isn’t devoid of responsibility.

Today, 26.8 percent of Jacksonville’s population is black. Nearly 20 percent of Jacksonville State

University’s student population is black. The year before the war, 20.2 percent of Calhoun County’s
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population — 4,343 — were slaves. The 1860 Census lists the county’s oldest slaves as three

90-year-old women, owned by three different slaveholders. One hundred and sixty-nine slaves aged 1

year old or younger lived here, including quite a few in and around Jacksonville, then the county’s

largest city.

In fairness, no one has suggested that Jacksonville take down the county’s most prominent and

recognizable Confederate monument. Mayor Johnny Smith, in a telephone conversation last week,

agreed wholeheartedly on the complexities of this topic, that it’s not as simple as outsiders might

believe. As for what’s now a side issue, the Confederate battle flag, “I would be opposed to that (flying

on our square),” he said. “I think that is too much of a signal to the old days of slavery.” But he doesn’t

see the monument as an offensive symbol.

“I certainly don’t want to have anything that offends anyone, but I feel pretty strongly that it’s part of

our history. And if it’s a landmark for us, I’d hate to see it removed.”

So would state Sen. Gerald Allen, R-Tuscaloosa, who last year proposed legislation, the Alabama

Heritage Preservation Act, that would prohibit the removal of any of the state’s historical monuments.

Despite Allen’s claim that his bill would protect all historical monuments, not just those from the Civil

War, it’s foolish, considering the timing, to consider the legislation anything other than 21st-century

insurance for Confederate symbolism in Alabama. “For a great country as we are,” Allen told the

Associated Press, “for us to erase parts of history, that’s not American. That doesn’t fit the First

Amendment.”

Last summer in The Atlantic, writers Ethan Kytle and Blain Roberts published a compromise to this

Southern dilemma that calls for addition, not subtraction. Instead of defacing monuments (through

vandalism) or removing them (through politics), the worthy option is to supplement them with “more

accurate historical monuments” and markers that add context. But they, as does Blight, still return to

our unanswerable questions: “Why, in the year (2016), should communal spaces in the South

continue to be sullied by tributes to those who defended slavery? How can Americans ignore the pain

that black citizens, especially, must feel when they walk by the (John C.) Calhoun monument, or any

similar statues, on their way to work, school or Bible study? …

“If they make the public uneasy, that is because the past is uncomfortable.”

Draper, our Confederate veteran, wanted Pelham’s statue moved because of its memory. Smith,

Jacksonville’s mayor, prefers his city’s statue remain because of history, as uncomfortable as it may

be. However it’s presented, Southern commemoration is indeed a complex beast, and likely will

remain so forever.

Phillip Tutor — ptutor@annistonstar.com — is The Star’s commentary editor. Follow him at

Twitter.com/PTutor_Star.
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Confederate national flags have been removed from Alabama's Interstate welcome centers, too

By Phillip Tutor, Commentary Editor, ptutor@annistonstar.com Jul 13, 2015

South Carolina has furled its Confederate battle flag, Gov. Robert Bentley has yanked down Alabama’s

Confederate flags and Mississippi may redesign its state flag because it is, for all practical purposes, a

Confederate flag in disguise.

It’s a Confederate-imagery apocalypse in the South.

In museums, Confederate flags — pick a version — are safe. But outside, in public view, they’ve

assumed their rightful place: toxic wartime symbols repurposed through the years by white

supremacists, Klanners, wacky secessionists and people like George Wallace, our not-so-illustrious

The Confederate battle flags and wreath on Quintard Avenue in 2013. (Phillip Tutor/The Anniston Star)
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former governor, God rest his soul.

Not even the Confederate flags on Quintard Avenue are safe.

Each April, Southern heritage groups lay a wreath on the South side of the John Pelham memorial at

Quintard and 12th Street. They also plant a garden of hand-sized Confederate flags around its base.

When the month’s over, the flags disappear — poof! — Lost Cause memories packed away for another

year.

Here’s where Quintard’s minor place in America’s Confederate apocalypse gets squirrelly. Those flags’

days may be numbered.

Quintard is a state road, Alabama 21. The Alabama Department of Transportation is in charge of the

roadway, curb to curb. The city of Anniston is in charge of maintenance on the median. And,

according to Tony Harris, an ALDOT spokesman, “a number of complaints” about the flags were

phoned in to the department.

On June 24, Bentley ticked off Confederate adherents by taking down the Confederate flags on

Statehouse grounds in Montgomery — the battle flag and the national flags. Gone. No debate. No

South Carolina-like media frenzy. Just gone.

Alabama operates eight interstate welcome centers, all decorated by flagpoles carrying the standards

of five nations that have ruled all or part of Alabama (before and after it became a state in 1819).

Britain. France. Spain. The United States. And the Confederate States of America, thanks to an edict

from former Gov. Fob James, who in 1996 took down the battle flag and put up the third national CSA

flag.

Following Gov. Bentley’s lead, ALDOT director John Cooper ordered the CSA flag removed from the

eight welcome centers, Harris told me last week. Gone. No debate.

Saturday morning, I drove out to the Interstate 20 welcome center in Cleburne County. Six flagpoles

stood to the left of the main entrance, one each for the U.S. flag, the British Union Jack, the French

and Spanish flags, and the state flag.

The flagpole closest to the door was bare.

The CSA flag was gone.
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Like I said, it’s squirrelly.

All this led ALDOT’s Shannon Jones to call Anniston City Manager Brian Johnson in recent days,

Harris said, and “remind them that that is a (state-controlled) right-of-way area, and that anything

erected out there has to be done in accordance to state law.” Johnson confirmed the call. Jones didn’t

respond to repeated emails last week.

I know what you’re thinking.

Those Quintard flags are old news. Plus, the city paints Quintard with Christmas lights each

December, not to mention hanging signs advancing the Noble Street Festival. If the Sons of

Confederate Veterans can’t plant their flags, are Christmas lights banned, too?

No. Not exactly.

State law, being state law, is a stew of jargon with exceptions and carve-outs and ambiguities. Jones

read me the law Friday afternoon, and I’m still confused. (ALDOT considers Quintard a “municipal

connecting link,” which doesn’t help.) The law says, in short, that signs can be placed in right-of-way

areas — if they’re approved by the city and state, and if they meet certain guidelines of safety and the

like.

Last week, I tried to get someone to answer a first-grade question: will the flags be planted next April?

Joke’s on me, I guess.

Turns out, ALDOT needs a confab.

“From our perspective,” Harris said, “I’d like to see us look a little deeper into state law and into the

part that governs MCLs so we could work with the city on this.”

Turns out, Johnson says it’s not his decision. It’s up to Anniston Mayor Vaughn Stewart and the City

Council.

Missing flag at state welcome center

One flagpole was empty at Alabama's welcome center along Interstate 20 in Cleburne County on Saturday. The state Department of
Transportation recently decided the state's welcome centers should not fly the third flag of the Confederate States of America.

Phillip Tutor
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“There is no policy on this,” Johnson told me Friday. “As chief executive of the city, I don’t have

guidance from the body. There’s going to have to be a policy.”

And — here’s the juicy part — turns out the SCV has every intention of planting those flags next April.

“We, the members of the Sons of Confederate Veterans and the United Daughters of the Confederacy,

will continue to place the flags at the Pelham memorial,” George Hardy, the commander of the local

SCV camp, wrote in an email last week. “These flags are placed in honor of Confederate soldiers by

their descendants. It is to their honor only. It is our duty and honor to remember these brave men,

and it is part of our history and heritage.”

I asked Hardy if there’d been complaints. He said no. “On the contrary, we get a lot of horn honks and

hand waves of approval.”

So, Anniston has a Confederate conundrum: Does the city want a controversial symbol used by both

heritage groups and hate groups to adorn a prominent place on its largest road? Anniston is,

remember, a majority-minority city. And I can’t help but wonder what our out-of-state visitors each

April think when they see those flags.

Gurnee Avenue and ALDOT have a decision to make. It shouldn’t be that tough.

Phillip Tutor — ptutor@annistonstar.com — is The Star’s commentary editor. Follow him at

Twitter.com/PTutor_Star.
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By Phillip Tutor, Commentary Editor, ptutor@annistonstar.com Jun 25, 2015
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There is a awkward glue that bonds Calhoun County with Yale University, one of this nation’s

outstanding Ivy League schools.

It revolves around a stained-glass window.

Yale’s campus life is divided into 12 residential colleges. Calhoun College, like Calhoun County, is

named after John C. Calhoun — U.S. senator, vice president, Yale graduate and slaveowner, defender

of state-sanctioned human bondage, sworn enemy of abolitionists, the Great Nullifier from South

Carolina.

Adorning the walls of a student lounge, or common room, at the college is a collection of stained-glass

windows, including one honoring Calhoun.

The window depicts a stately Calhoun standing in front of a domed building. At his feet kneeled a

shackled black man. Today, the slave is no longer there, replaced by blank panes of stained glass. A

slaveowner’s difficult truth erased from public view, as if it never happened — but not entirely.

This week, in response to the bloodshed in Charleston, National Public Radio asked the obvious

question: Why does one of Yale’s colleges still honor the man historians view as antebellum America’s

leading advocate for slavery and disunion?

Yale’s Jonathan Holloway, dean of the its Department of African American Studies, told NPR that his

opinion has changed. He once supported leaving the name to force conversations about the topic. He

is a historian and a citizen, his opinion pulled in two directions, especially since Charleston. “But the

citizen in me just keeps seeing example after example of an inability to imagine that African

Americans have a humanity that ought to be respected,” he said.

New Haven, Conn., isn’t Calhoun County, Ala.

Here, Walmart is pulling Confederate battle flags off its shelves and the governor has eradicated that

divisive symbol from Statehouse grounds. But there is no reputable call for removing the Confederate

statue in Jacksonville’s square or the Pelham monument in Anniston. And, unless I’ve missed

something, there’s no circulating petition aimed at powerwashing Calhoun’s tainted name off the

county’s signage.

But why not?
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That’s what author James Loewen asked in 1999 when he wrote this: “Every year the name remains

Calhoun County, it declares on the landscape that John C. Calhoun was a hero worthy of having a

county named for him. Of course, this is an insult to every black resident of the county and every

white resident who does not believe that treason on behalf of slavery made moral or political sense

then or now.”

Let that sink in.

In his book, Lies Across America: What Our Historic Sites Get Wrong, the Harvard-educated Loewen

dives deeply into our county’s past — specifically, why the state Legislature OK’d the name change

from Benton County in 1858. It’s common knowledge here that Missouri Sen. Thomas Benton’s

weakened views on slavery led residents to support switching the name to Calhoun, the South’s

greatest defender.

That’s basically true, but few things in history are first-grade simplistic.

Consider the opinions of the editors of the Jacksonville Republican, Benton County’s most prominent

pre-war newspaper. In February 1858, the Republican wrote that the change “has not met with

general approval” in the county and that some of our forebears were “taken by surprise” by the news.

A petition was drawn up and sent to Montgomery, demanding to the keep the Benton name. “We

have no doubt the law changing the name will be removed before the Legislature adjourns,” the

editors wrote.

They missed on that one.

Two weeks later, the Montgomery Advertiser editors blasted the Republican for its less-than-

enthusiastic views about the switch. All Alabamians and not only those in this county, according to the

Advertiser, had a stake in the Calhoun name because “they are becoming more and more imbued

every day with the states’ rights spirit, and they are not willing that their state should be disgraced by

having enrolled upon her county list the name of a traitor to his country.”

Let that one sink in, too.

Charleston has loosened these pent-up conversations that historians and activists have held for years

on end. In essence, why do so many historical sites, military bases, universities (public and private)

and schools honor soldiers who, had their side won, would have continued to shackle and sell blacks

like pack mules? The Confederate battle flag, today’s front-page news, is but a pimple festering on this

larger conversation.
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The battle flag is a museum decoration; if you want to see it in public, go to Janney Furnace or your

neighbor’s front yard. A perfect world would have no counties named after unrepentant slave owners

or no U.S. military bases named after Confederate generals. And this isn’t a perfect world;

Washington and Jefferson owned slaves, after all.

This also isn’t Yale. Down here, we need the occasional reminder of who we are, where we came from

and of a time when we lost our humanity.

Phillip Tutor — ptutor@annistonstar.com — is The Star’s commentary editor. Follow him at

Twitter.com/PTutor_Star.
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By Phillip Tutor, Commentary Editor, ptutor@annistonstar.com Jun 4, 2015

Janet Kynard, left, and Henry Howard dressed in period clothing for Jefferson Davis’ birthday party

Wednesday in Montgomery. (Phillip Tutor/The Anniston Star)

MONTGOMERY — The Confederate battle flag doesn’t fly at the First White House of the

Confederacy.
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“We wouldn’t fly the battle flag under any circumstances,” says Anne Tidmore. “It would be incorrect

to fly it.”

What do you know? Rational thoughts about that divisive symbol.

Tidmore told me that Wednesday as the party for Jefferson Davis’ 207th birthday wound down here

not far from the Alabama Capitol. You heard that right — a birthday bash for the only president the

Confederate States of America ever had.

There was cake. (From Costco.) White frosting with blue and yellow flowers. The blue icing spelled

out, “Happy Birthday, President Davis.”

There were attendants in period clothing, a woman in her Southern hoop-skirt finest, a bearded man

dressed as a Confederate colonel and surgeon.

There was a prayer. “We thank you for this country and men like Jefferson Davis, who stood for what

they believed in,” said Henry Howard, the man dressed as a Confederate surgeon.

There was a speech. “Contrary to the bad rap he got after the war,” said speaker Richard Garrett, a

retired attorney, Davis “was not trying to split up the union. And he certainly was not the monster he

was made out to be by the Northern press.”

There were no gifts, but otherwise it was a fine, standing-room-only affair run by The White House

Association, the organization that’s overseen this place for nearly a century. The party happens every

June 3. Tidmore, a member since the mid-1980s, has been the association’s regent — president, in

other words — for six years. The White House, which receives state money, has one full-time

employee.

Around the house Tidwell went, playing the part of genteel hostess to Wednesday’s varied crowd:

men, women, lots of gray hair, a smattering of millennials, a few teenagers. Howard urged arrivals to

sign the guest book displayed on a table inside the front door. Of those who did, quite a few listed

their country as “C.S.A.”, and likely meant it.
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I wasn’t sure Wednesday morning what to expect when I drove down to this place. Southern history is

equally wonderful and complicated, a minefield of American successes and mistakes. There is no

singular explanation for anything. Everything’s intertwined, war and death and oppression and Jim

Crow and tensions and equality. And passions run so high, and so deep, that even today smart people

often can’t talk about it before spittle starts flying.

Especially when they discuss the flag.

I give Tidmore credit. She didn’t flee my questions about the difficult parts of Southern history, which

she acknowledges. The battle flag doesn’t fly outside the First White House of the Confederacy, she

said, because it wouldn’t be right — factually or otherwise. “We fly the Confederate flag,” she says —

meaning the C.S.A. national standard that closely resembles the U.S. flag.

Across the hall, in another roped-off room, is Davis’ bed. A glass case contains his bedroom slippers,

suspenders, spittoon, valise, umbrella and walking stick. The point: He was human, a man of his time,

his defenders say.

For Tidmore, that context is imperative. She admits Davis was “not perfect” — slave owner, West

Point graduate, Mexican War veteran, Cabinet member in Washington, president of the C.S.A. — but

(Phillip Tutor/The Anniston Star)
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wants him and others like him to be viewed with a hefty dose of context. “We don’t judge them in the

light of today,” she says. “We judge them in the light in which they lived.

“We acknowledge our weaknesses and failures, but we believe we have a heritage to be proud of.”

But this is Montgomery, cradle of the Confederacy and the civil rights movement. In this town, Dexter

Avenue, Jefferson Davis, MLK and Rosa Parks are chapters of a story still being written.

“History,” says Evelyn England, the First White House’s only full-time employee, “isn’t always good

or what we want. But it is what it is.”

England is black.

Her distant cousin is Jimmie Lee Jackson, the man whose 1965 death at the hands of an Alabama

State Trooper sparked the Selma marches.

An Alabama State University graduate who lives in Marion, England drives three hours, round-trip,

each day to work as a docent — for 6 ½ years.

And she loves her job.

Ask England about the irony of her situation and she quickly talks of her faith and love of history —

the deep, introspective parts that get lost in simpleton documentaries on The History Channel.

“You have to see the grays, not just the blacks and whites,” she says. “You have to be enlightened by

the history. When we talk about history, there are no barriers.

“We all are slaves to something — some things or someone. And I refuse to be enslaved by anything

other than my master and creator.”

At that moment, a white man entered the room and gave England a hug. They embraced, old friends

reunited. Around the man’s neck hung a battle flag-themed tie.

You had to be here.

Phillip Tutor — ptutor@annistonstar.com — is The Star’s commentary editor. Follow her at

Twitter.com/PTutor_Star.
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